Possible association between cell membrane band 3 impairment function and renal tubular acidosis (liver diseases, malignancies and adverse drug reactions).
Renal tubular acidosis (RTA) more frequently develops in case of chronic diseases of inflammatory-immunological origin. RTA is well known to be associated with chronic liver disease (CLD), with nephrolithiasis, common cases of RTA occur among cancer patients. Abnormalities in the expression or function of band 3 in cell membrane may play a role in the pathogenesis of RTA. Cl-/HCO3- anion exchanger (AE2) is an isoform of band 3 protein, which is expressed in cell membranes of organs such as liver cells and kidney endothelium. There are reports on downregulated AE2 immunoreactivity in the liver of patients with chronic liver diseases and in the kidney tubular tissue of patients with RTA. The proteolytic damage of cell membrane band 3 in tissues could be related to inflammatory-immunological processes. Another important factor able to disturb the band 3 function is medicinal products used in the treatment of certain pathologies. The active substance of a drug itself may have a direct effect on this protein or trigger a pathological process. In such cases ADR can take place and may be evaluated as such. Acid-base disturbances, notably metabolic acidosis, are a serious complication of drug treatment. Reduced AE2 expression or its changed activity (congenital or acquired) could be related with alterations of intracellular pH. This could lead to antigenic changes and autoimmunity. The derangement of band 3 function in organ cell membrane could act as a factor which creates an "acidotic environment" for organ cells. Such circumstances could be the reason for unsuccessful treatment or determine resistance of tumor treatment. The understanding of the mechanisms of RTA development, early diagnostics, and knowledge of the drugs that can cause RTA, are of particular practical significance.